Abstract. The adaptive software paradigm supports the definition of software systems that are continuously adapted at run-time. An adaptation activates multiple features in the system, according to the current execution context (e.g., CPU consumption, available bandwidth). However, the underlying approaches used to implement adaptation are ordered, i.e., the order in which a set of features are turned on or off matters. Assuming feature definition as etched in stone, the identification of the right sequence is a difficult and time-consuming problem. We propose here a composition operator that intrinsically supports the commutativity of adaptations. Using this operator, one can minimize the number of ordered compositions in a system. It relies on an action-based approach, as this representation can support preexisting composition operators as well as our contribution in an uniform way. This approach is validated on the Service-Oriented Architecture domain, and is implemented using first-order logic.
Introduction
The "adaptability" of a software is defined through its capability to react to changes and consequently to adapt itself to new environments [24] . Adaptation is now considered as a first-class problem [19] , and software must be developed with the ability of being adapted during their whole life-cycle, to properly support the emergence of new technologies and the obsolescence of legacy ones. Adaptation mechanisms strongly rely on composition operators to support the introduction (or removal) of new features inside adaptive systems [15] . For example, the detection of a sudden drop in network bandwidth turns on a cache feature, and thus triggers the composition of cache artifacts (i.e., model elements) with the existing system. Existing approaches used to support such compositions rely on order-dependent operators, e.g., aspect weaving [12] or functional composition [1] . Thus, the order in which features are turned on or off matters.
This order-dependency triggers several issues in the context of adaptive systems, as the designer has to explicitly control this order. The model elements associated to a feature F are composed with the existing system s as soon as the adaptation engine identifies a situation that requires F to be present in s. An immediate problem is the adaptation of unforeseen elements introduced by other features which lead to unexpected results (so-called fragile point-cut problem in the aspect-oriented literature [9] ). Thus, the implementation of such feature assets is difficult: it must take into account the implementation of all the other feature assets to be sure that its composition produces the expected system.
In this paper, we propose a new composition operator (called parallel, and denoted as ||) that allows designers to minimise the number of ordered compositions (and the associated issues, e.g., non-deterministic result if two compositions cannot commute). Using this operator, it is possible to reify that several features are turned on independently of each others, ensuring commutativity at the composition level, by construction. Such a property helps to tame the complexity of feature definition, guarantees the determinism of the computed result and also ensures the consistency of the composed system, whatever the order of composition used at the implementation level is.
Motivations & Challenges
Motivations. The starting point of this study is the modelling of a Car Crash Crisis Management System (Cccms), started in 2010. This case study was designed as a prototypical usage of aspect-oriented modelling techniques [13] , involving multiple concerns that had to be composed in a non-trivial way with respect to the requirements document. During the elaboration of our response to this case study [21] , we encountered several situation where multiple and different concerns had to be composed on the same element in the original model. Actually, this situation happened 40 times in this case study, and up to 5 concerns were composed on these shared join points (SJP). Thus, up to 5! = 120 combinations can be used if we consider these compositions as sequential. More critically, these sequences do not lead to the same result, as some of them cannot commute safely! The designer has to identify which order has to be used for each SJP.
The second step that triggers our research of a new operator to support composition is the study of dynamic adaptation in the context of business processes. Where the models handled by the Cccms were "simply" design models (i.e., static), we describe in [22] a process used to support the dynamic adaptation and un-adaptation of running business processes. According to a "models@run.time" point of view, the adaptation of a running system is assimilated to the composition of new model elements with the model associated to the running system, and the propagation of the adapted model at the run-time level. But contrarily to the Cccms, in this case, there is no human-in-the-loop to control the order of compositions. Based on Complex-Event Processing (CEP) techniques, the adaptation engine automatically triggers the needed composition, without any human intervention, as depicted in Fig. 1 . We consider here a system s as the result of the composition of a set of features (here s = {F 1 , F 2 , F 4 , F 7 }). The adaptation engine monitors at run-time the execution context, and according to changes in this context, identify the new set of feature needed in the system (s = {F 1 , F 4 , F 5 , F 6 }). It triggers the composition engine to properly compose all these features in order to build the adapted system s . Then, the old system is replaced by the newly composed one, and the adaptation loop continue. As a consequence, the potential non-determinism of the composition process is a critical issue. The adaptation engine identifies a set of features needed in the system (e.g., a cache, a local database, a low-energy consumption wifi driver) according to the current context, and if the composed system depends on the way these features are composed (i.e., their order), the result of the adaptation process in not predictable. As a matter of fact, additional knowledge has to be a-priori stored in the adaptation engine to patch the composition directive generated by the CEP engine. This knowledge introduces ordering constraints needed to enact a correct sequence of compositions.
Running example. To illustrate our proposition, and for the sake of concision, we restrict the problem to its essence and use a simple model m to represent the system to be adapted. The associated class-diagram is depicted in Fig. 2(a) . This model initially contains two classes C 1 and C 2 . We also consider the two following adaptations: can be used to add a persistence manager at the higher level of abstraction and then supports instance persistence through polymorphism.
Such adaptations represent de facto new features to be introduced (i.e., composed) in the model. Batory et al. [2] use modern mathematics to model features and their introduction: (i) programs are constants, and (ii) features are functions that produce a program when applied to a program. Thus, we consider here a program tantamount a model, and we denote as F (µ) the fact that the model elements associated to the feature F are composed with the model µ (i.e., F is a model transformation). We depict in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2 (c) the two previously described features, separately composed with m. According to this representation, the explicit ordering of feature introduction is modelled through functional composition: (F • G)(µ) = F (G(µ)). In sequential composition, the commutativity of features depends on their internal definitions. As A and S both (i) modify all the available top-level classes and (ii) introduce a new one, their sequential composition cannot commute, as represented in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) . This issue highlights the fact that • is not commutative by essence: the order of the composition impacts the obtained model. As a consequence, this compositional model cannot be used to produce the model depicted in Fig. 3(c) without changing the implementation of A or S.
Challenges. An obvious solution is to consider that the features should not use quantified definitions (i.e., avoid constructions like "for all top level classes do . . . ") but instantiated definitions instead (i.e., use only constructions like "for C 1 and C 2 , do . . . "). Unfortunately, this approach scale with difficulty (in the Cccms case study, a feature had to be applied at 27 different places), and does not allow one to reuse a feature from a system to another one (usually, these selectors are implemented as XPath expression to dynamically identify model elements). Thus, to produce the model m , where A and S are introduced independently of each others, we need to define an explicitly unordered composition operator, denoted as ||. This operator is complementary to the • one, as it ensures commutativity of features composition when such a property is needed. Several challenges need to be faced to define ||:
Adaptation re-usability. To support the reuse of an adaptation, a designer must be able to define an adaptation independently of the concrete models element defined in the targeted system (e.g., using quantifiers, "for all . . . "). C 2 : Adequacy with "usual" composition operator such as aspects weaving or features composition. The key idea is not to reinvent the wheel. We aim to propose a new operator that complements the others when an ordering is not explicitly needed.
If at the requirements level two features are not expressed as joint (i.e., there is no explicit ordering dependencies between them), the composition operator must be able to reflect this decision and consequently ensure a deterministic result. C 4 : Inconsistency detection. Through usual composition operator, both S • A and A • S lead to consistent (but different) models after composition. The composition operator must be able to identify inconsistencies that can be introduced during the process, if any.
The contribution of this paper aims to tackle these challenges, through the definition of a parallel composition operator, denoted as ||. We assume that the features used to implement adaptations are based on property selection (e.g., "for all model elements like this, do that"), as this writing style supports feature re-usability into multiple systems (C 1 ). On the one hand, if a designer knows the composition order associated to a given set of features, he/she can use existing composition operators to implement the composition (C 2 ). On the other hand, when such an order is not explicit, the application of a feature F must not impact the application of feature F , for all input models (C 3 ). Nevertheless, as such isolated composition may lead to inconsistencies, we provide an automated mechanism to identify inconsistencies in the composed result (C 4 ).
An Action-based Approach
Inspired by cutting-edges researches on the modelling research field (e.g., Praxis), we use an action-based approach to represents models. According to this paradigm, "Every model can be expressed as a sequence of elementary construction operations. The sequence of operations that produces a model is composed of the operations performed to define each model element." [4] . This section formalises the action-orientation used to support the definition of both || and • (formally defined in Sec. 4).
Formalising Actions. The Praxis method [4] defines four operations to model models, allowing one to (i) create a model element, (ii) delete a model element, (iii) set a property in a model element (setProperty) and finally (iv) set a reference from a model element to another one (setReference). We propose here a generalisation of the approach where the expressiveness is dedicated to the handling of attributed graphs. Consequently, we are not restricted to class-based models, and this definition works for any type of artifact that can be represented by a graph (the validation example relies on behavioural model initially modelled as business processes). That is, we consider a model as a set of model elements (i.e., nodes), interconnected through relations (i.e., edges). Sets are intrinsically unordered, and do not contain duplicates. Using first-order logic as underlying foundations, we define the following closed terms (i.e., actions) to interact with a given model: -add n (N, Kind): introduces a node N in the model. Kind specializes the node (e.g., a class, a UML annotation). -add e (N, N , Kind): defines an edge from N to N in the model. Kind specializes the reified relation (e.g., inheritance, aggregation). -del e (N, N , Kind): deletes the edge from N to N , according to its Kind (as several relations of different kinds may exist between two nodes). -del n (N ): deletes the node N in the model. Models as Action Sets. We define a model as a tuple of four action sets (Eq. 1). A model µ ∈ M is composed by (i) a set of node additions A n , (ii) a set of edges additions A e , (iii) a set of edge deletions D e and finally (iv) a set of node deletions D n . In our example, node kinds are restricted to {Cl} (for "class"), and relation kinds are defined in {Ag, In} (respectively "aggregation" and "inheritance"). For example, considering each class as a node, the model depicted in Fig. 2(a) is reified in Eq. 2.
The union of two models is used to combine several models into a single one. It is defined as the distribution 5 of the usual set union operator into each contained set:
Relations with action sequences. We do not use plain action sequence representation to avoid permutations issues. Using such a representation, two different action sequences (s 0 , s 1 ) that lead to the same model are considered as nonequal, where our set-driven representation (µ) ensures unicity:
The underlying idea is that a sequence of actions always respects the following steps: it (i) adds nodes, (ii) adds edges between these nodes, (iii) deletes existing edges and finally (iv) deletes isolated nodes. In a given step, the internal ordering does not matter (adding x before y is not relevant with regard to the final model). Thus, one can see our representation as a canonical form of an action sequence mandatory to build a given model: the division into four subsets supports this partial ordering.
Consistency. Using this representation, model consistency is ensured according to several logical rules. As the detection of inconsistencies in models is a dedicated research field [3] , we always assume in this paper that the handled models are consistent. For a given model µ = (A n , A r , D r , D n ), this property is ensured according to the following rules: P 1 : "Related elements existence". An action that adds a relation between two elements (here classes) C and C assumes that these two classes are added with the associated actions in A n (Eq. 3). P 2 : "Deletion of existing relations". An action that deletes a relation between two elements C and C with a given Kind assumes that this relation is added in A e (Eq. 4). P 3 : "Deletion of isolated elements". An action that deletes an element C assumes that all relations involving C are deleted in D e (Eq. 5).
4 Using Actions to support || and •
In this section, we present how the model representation described in the previous section supports feature introduction, and the definition of both • and || operators.
Using Actions to Introduce Features. Using a functional approach, base models are considered as constants (e.g., µ ∈ M), and features are defined as functions that map an input model µ into an enriched model µ . Thus, introducing a feature F into a model µ means to use the latter as the input of the former: µ = F (µ). In our approach, we propose to consider F as a two steps function: (i) the copy of the input model µ into the output one and (ii) the generation of the actions necessary to modify µ and then produce the expected model as output, denoted as ∆ F (µ). Our action-based representation of models allows the designer to represent these elements in an endogenous way, as both µ and ∆ F (µ) are modelled as sets of actions. Thus, we obtain µ as the following:
For example, we consider here the feature S described in the previous section. Assuming a function named top that returns the set of top-level classes discovered in its input, one can implement ∆ S as the following: for an input model µ, it (i) adds the SC class and then (ii) generates the addition of an inheritance relation between all top-level classes and SC.
Thus, the introduction of S in m (Fig. 2(b) ) is modelled as the following:
As said in the consistency paragraph, we assume to work with consistent models and features. Thus, the introduction of a feature into a model always leads to a consistent model: let µ a consistent model, and F a given feature. Even if ∆ F (µ) may be inconsistent (e.g., deleting a class that is added in µ and not in ∆ F (µ), violating P 3 ), the result of its union with m is therefore consistent.
Sequential Composition: •
Using F and G as two features, and µ a model, we define the functional composition operator • as the following:
The operator holds the following properties, and thus behaves as the "usual" operator:
-Identity: Let Id be the identity feature 6 , and F a given feature. F = F • Id.
-Idempotence: Let F be a feature. In the general case, F (F (µ)) = F (µ) -Commutativity: this property cannot be ensured in the general case, and its implementation-dependent. It can be ensured if and only if the two functions F and G are orthogonal. In the general case,
Running example We now consider ∆ A , the function used to implements the previously defined A feature:
With this function and the previously defined one ∆ S , one can build the model m SA depicted in Fig. 3(a) , which represents (S • A)(m).
{add e (C 1 , SC, In), add e (C 2 , SC, In), add e (AC, SC, In)}, ∅, ∅)
add e (C 1 , SC, In), add e (C 2 , SC, In), add e (AC, SC, In)}, ∅, ∅)
Parallel Composition: ||
Using F and G as two features, and µ a model, we define the parallel composition operator || as the following:
As the || operator is defined over set union, it holds the following properties:
-Identity: considering Id as the identify feature and F as a given feature,
-Commutativity: the operator relies on set union, which is commutative.
(
When applied to the previous example, one can build the model m depicted in Fig. 3(c) as the following:
= ({add n (AC, Cl), add n (C 1 , Cl), add n (C 2 , Cl), add n (SC, Cl)}, {add e (C 1 , AC, Ag(a 1 )), add e (C 2 , AC, Ag(a 2 )), add e (C 1 , SC, In), add e (C 2 , SC, In)}, ∅, ∅)
Impact on Model Consistency
The previously described definition of feature composition assumes their consistency: for a given model µ and any feature F , the composition of F with µ always leads to a consistent model (i.e., a model that respects the P i constraints).
•: the sequential composition operator is consistent by construction: it simply chains the compositions. ||: the parallel composition operator works on a different basis (i.e., model union), and then may lead to inconsistent models.
Let F and G two consistent features. For a given model µ, we ensure by construction that both F (µ) and G(µ) are also consistent. But their parallel composition µ = F (µ) ∪ G(µ) may be inconsistent, according to the following rules:
"Related elements existence". This property is violated if and only if a feature adds a relation that involves an element deleted by another feature. P 2 : "Deletion of existing relations". This property can be violated if and only if a feature F deletes a relations added in another feature F . Such a situation also implies a violation of P 1 (F defines a relation between unknown elements). P 3 : "Deletion of isolated elements". This property is violated since a feature deletes an element used by the other one in a newly added relation (see P 1 ).
In fact, the computation of an inconsistent resulting model (after the composition) identifies an issue in the features: they cannot be composed in parallel as is, as one relies on the other. It is then a typical use case for a sequential composition (•). It tackles challenge C 4 , as such erroneous situation can be automatically detected (e.g., through the satisfaction of a logical predicate).
Implementation & Validation
In this section, we describe how the approach is implemented in a logical language, and emphasize the need for using the || operator in the context of a complex case study.
Implementation
We provide a reference implementation of the approach 7 . This framework supports the definition of features as Prolog predicates, and includes a DomainSpecific Language (DSL) to express compositions. This language is domain independant, as it relies on the action sequences previously defined, reifying models as attributed graphs. The engine compiles compositions expressed through the DSL into logical predicates (using ANTLR 8 ), and supports their execution in . At run-time, SWI-Prolog provides the JPL framework, which implements a bidirectional Java/Prolog bridge. Thus, the engine can be connected to any tool reachable through the Java language, e.g., the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The implementation of the running example used in this paper is available in the code repository 10 . Using the engine, one can express compositions using the DSL. We represent in Lst. 1.1 how the framework supports ordered compositions (•). A composition is named (here ordered), and consumes models (here m) to produces new ones (here m sa). The way such models are produced is represented as a set of composition directives: line 2 implements the application of the feature a using m as input model, and storing its output into m a. A directive is triggered as soon as all its input artifacts are available (i.e., existing or computed by another directive). The parallel composition operator is implemented as the absence of order between directives (Lst. 1.2, next page). In a composition named parallel, we only declare that s and a use the model m as input, and store their result in m prime (lines 2 and 3). In front of such a declaration, the engine computes each set of actions independently, and will perform the union of the generated actions sequences before executing it. If an inconsistency is detected (which is not the case here), an error is raised to the designer.
Validation
We focus here on the Cccms case study, as it is the largest one we used to validate the || operator. The case study was designed by Kienzle et al. [13] as a reference framework to compare different aspect-oriented modelling approaches. This example is a real-life example, involving thousands of model elements according to real-life business processes. In this context, the considered models to be composed reify business processes, i.e., behavioural models. The business processes involved in the Cccms 11 are modelled as graphs, where nodes are activities and relations implement a partial order between these activities. The case study defines hundreds of activities scheduled by thousands of relations, which makes the example suitable for "real-life" complexity. We instantiated two variants of the requirements: (i) a system that only fits the business requirements and (ii) a system that includes several non-functional (NF) concerns. The final system (including NF concerns) defines 146 compositions. As stated in the motivations of this paper, we identified up to 40 shared join points in this study (∼ 27%). On these points, up to 5 concerns had to be composed, leading to 120 potential sequences of composition. This situation triggers a humongous amount of verifications to be checked on the composed system, which is modelled as a set of dense graphs (hundreds of nodes, thousands of relations). Thus, the execution of checkers to verify the consistency of the composed system costs a lot of resource and CPU-time, as the verifications rely on the systematic check of each path defined in a given graph (subject to combinatorial explosion).
While designing the Cccms, instead of systematically using the • operator and manage all the complexity by hand, we used the || operator to support the compositional approach. The requirement document stated that the features were supposed to be orthogonal, and as a consequence the || operator perfectly implements this intention. The inconsistency detection mechanism (applied on action sequence instead of large graphs) was then used to identify the situations where an order should be defined. Results are summarised in Tab. 5.2.
-The business version uses 24 features and defines 28 composition directives to build the complete system. It can then be considered as a large simplification of the expected system. In this version, only 2 composition directives where identified as conflicting, and actually had to be explicitly ordered (i.e., implements a • composition). All the other compositions can be computed independently. This point illustrates that from a business point of view, the absence of ordering is really important. Applying these features as an ordered sequence can produce unexpected results, like the ones shown in Fig. 3 . Through sequential composition, designers would had to (i) check the composed system to verify that the obtained result does not contain such feature interactions and/or (ii) avoid the usage of quantifiers to anticipate such situations. -The introduction of NF concerns includes in our case five additional features, dealing with security, persistence and statistical logging. In this configuration, we use 146 composition directives to build the complete system (business + NF). Up to 73% of these directives were unordered in this case study. The others requires an order to meet the requirement specifications. For example, we had to introduce security features after all the others to secure the complete process. It is important to notice that this need was not explicitly documented in the requirements, but accurately detected by the inconsis- tency detection mechanism. This point highlights the complementarity of the sequential and parallel composition operators.
Related Works
Modern mathematics were proposed as a support of feature-oriented software development [2] . This algebraic representation allows the usage of equation optimisers to rewrite the compositions in an efficient way [16] . It is possible to reify the interaction of a feature and another one [17] using mathematical derivative function. Another lead is to use commuting diagrams [14] to explore the different composition orders. The way features are composed together can be constrained through the usage of design constraint rules, expressed as attributed grammars [18] . A "valid" composition is consequently identified as a word recognised by the design constraint grammar (identifying conflicting features upstream). The contribution of this paper complements these works, as it also reify compositions as mathematical expressions. The major difference with these works is the definition of a commutative and idempotent composition operator. The opposite approach of the one described in this paper is to analyse the set of available features and to automatically identify the needed composition order, as implemented by the CAPucine framework [25] . Using CAPucine, a Feature Diagram (FD [8] ) is used to express the business variability of a given system. Using an aspect-oriented modelling approach, features are bound to assets that implement aspect models: a fragment of model to be added (i.e., advice) and a selector used to identify where this fragment should be added (i.e., point-cut). CAPucine analyses the given elements according to two directions: from the FD to the models and (i) from the models to the FD. On the one hand, the latter analyses the set of selectors against the set of model fragments, and identifies hidden dependencies between features that were not expressed in the FD. On the other hand, the former verifies for each constraints expressed in the FD (e.g., "F requires F ") if the implementation follows it (i.e., the selector defined in F matches elements defined in the fragment of model associated to F ). These analysis are complementary to the parallel composition operator, as one can use it to automatically discriminate the features that requires a sequential (•) composition and the features that rely on the parallel operator (||). Thus, it is possible to (i) detect hidden ordering with CAPucine and (ii) ensure that others features are composed in isolation.
Another lead to ensure commutative composition is followed by the model transformation community [5] . In this work, the key idea is to analyse the set of model elements impacted (e.g., read, modified, deleted) by a given transformation τ , and then reason about these different sets to check if two transformations may commute. This reasoning capabilities are formalised using set theory, and dedicated to model-transformation. Such an analysis ensures the consistency of models after a parallel composition. Thus, this approach complements ours: a posteriori inconsistency detection can be avoided at run-time if commutativity safety can be proved. However, our composition operator ensures the parallel application of a set of features, by construction, whatever their definition.
Model weaving can also be considered as a way to support adaptation. This paradigm relies on aspect weaving at the model level. In this context, it is possible to use optimisation techniques to select the best model to be woven with the current one [26] . But intrinsically, these approaches implements an aspect weaving algorithm, which is by nature not commutative. Our approach is thus complementary to these ones, as one can implement our || operator in such a framework and then support unordered composition.
More specifically, the Mata approach [27] supports the weaving of models aspects using a graph-based approach. This approach supports powerful conflict detection mechanisms, used to support the "safe" composition of models [23] . The underlying formal model associated to this detection is based on critical pair analysis [7] . Initially defined for term rewriting systems and then generalised to graph rewriting systems, critical pairs formalise the identification of a minimal example associated to a potentially conflicting situation. This notion supports the development of rule-based systems, identifying conflicting situations such as "the rule r will delete an element matched by the rule r " or "the rule r generates a structure which is prohibited according to the existing preconditions". This work is complementary with the one presented in this paper, as it can be used to handle inconsistencies in a more detailed way.
Conclusions & Perspectives
In this paper, we introduced a new composition operator (denoted as ||), that enables the parallel composition of existing features. Using an action-based approach, we formally defined this new operator and the existing ones (e.g., sequential), as well as its prototypical implementation using a logical language. We identified four challenges, accurately tackled by the approach. The operator supports feature re-usability (C 1 ), and complements the existing ones (to be used when an order is needed, C 2 ). It also ensures determinism in the composition (C 3 ), as the composition order does not matter when || is used. Finally, inconsistency detection mechanisms are provided to ensure the safety of the parallel composition (C 4 ). The operator was validated in the context of SOA business processes, illustrating how it scales in front of large systems.
Immediate perspectives of this work are to apply the operator to multiple application domains. We plan to focus on the two following research fields, which highly rely on compositions to support their adaptation: (i) Cloud-computing and (ii) Internet of Things. For the former, it is known that the design of efficient distributed systems is a tedious task. The use of composition algorithms to support their adaptation according to a step-wise approach tames such a complexity, and ensure properties in the composed result (difficult to be checked by humans). In the context of the remics 12 project, we are dealing with the migration of legacy systems into cloud-based application. In this context, the need for adaptation is double: (i) models of legacy applications have to be adapted w.r.t models of clouds to enact a cloud version of the application, and (ii) at run-time, run-time models have to be adapted to accurately use the power of the cloud (e.g., "elasticity", which refers to an unlimited resource provisioning capability). The Internet of Things domains is driven by the multiplication of embedded devices (e.g., sensors, smartphone, Pda, tablet PC). Intrinsically, the Internet of Things aims to compose multiple devices into an autonomic entity, able to reconfigure itself at run-time [6] , according to changes in its environment (e.g., a more accurate display device is discovered, and the application is reconfigured to broadcast the main content to this new device) [20] . These two application domains will support large-scale experimentation of the || operator, based on real case studies provided by industrial partners.
